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	The fundamentals of "supramolecular chemistry" to the latest developments on the subject are covered by this book. It sets out to explain the topic in a relatively easy way. The basic concepts of molecular recognition chemistry are included. Molecules with fascinating shapes and functions such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, dendrimers, rotaxane, and catenane, and molecular assemblies are also explained. Thereafter applications of supermolecules to nanotechnology are introduced with many examples of molecular devices. The last part of the book describes biological supermolecules and their mimics. Though simply explained undergraduate and graduate students in Chemistry will be able to use aspects of this work as an advanced textbook.
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The Million Dollar Sale: How to Get to the Top Decision Makers and Close the Big SaleMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	How to reach the real decision makers and close the all-important sale


	How do today's most successful sales professionals close multimillion-dollar deals? They do it by teaming up with "Codebreakers"-- sales reps from noncompeting firms already doing millions of dollars of business with target clients.
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How to Persuade People Who Don't Want to be Persuaded: Get What You Want-Every Time!John Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you’re in business, you’re selling something–a product, an opinion, a new way of doing things. The truth is, even if you don’t think of yourself as a pitchman, you might as well be one. This powerful guide to ethical influence shows you how to use effective persuasion techniques to get what you want the right...
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Critical Testing Processes: Plan, Prepare, Perform, PerfectAddison Wesley, 2003
"Rex Black has done it again!...Critical Testing Processes is a book that all software testers will want to read from cover to cover and then retain for frequent reference." 


—From the Foreword by Rick Craig, software test manager, author, lecturer, and consultant
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The Job Interview Phrase Book: The Things to Say to Get You the Job You WantAdams Media, 2009

	
		"In today's marketplace it is critical that you stand out in a crowd."

		--Eric Winegardener, Vice President, Monster Worldwide

	
		In today's tightening job market, the interview is a key stage. But too often in job interviews, candidates freeze and can't find the words they need to make...
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A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Groundwork of Company Valuation for First-time Buyers and Sellers
A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company has helped thousands of first-time buyers and sellers realize a fair, substantiated value for small businesses. Now in its Second Edition, this book covers common valuation techniques and myths, tips for determining tangible and intangible...
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MATLAB and C Programming for Trefftz Finite Element MethodsCRC Press, 2008

	Although the Trefftz finite element method (FEM) has become a powerful computational tool in the analysis of plane elasticity, thin and thick plate bending, Poisson’s equation, heat conduction, and piezoelectric materials, there are few books that offer a comprehensive computer programming treatment of the subject. Collecting results...
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